December 31, 2020
Lee Susan, Registered Professional Forester
32290 Rivers End Road
Fort Bragg, California 95437
summit@mcn.org
Mike Powers, Forest Manager
CalFire Jackson State Demonstration Forest
802 North Main Street
Fort Bragg, California 95427
Mike.Powers@fire.ca.gov
santarosareviewteam@fire.ca.gov
Subject: DKY CNPS comments on THP 1-20-00173-MEN (“Little North Fork Big River”)
Dear Mr. Susan, Mr. Powers, and Santa Rosa Review Team Chairperson:
The Dorothy King Young (DKY) Chapter of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS)1 has
reviewed the proposed THP 1-20-00173-MEN, including its consistency with Jackson
Demonstration State Forest (JDSF) Management Plan, particularly as it relates to potential
impacts to significant native plant communities. As discussed below, due to the unique
significance of the proposed harvest area, DKY CNPS recommends that this area be set aside
as a no-harvest research tract for ecologically-based Late Seral Forest Characteristic
Development studies.
Members of our DKY Chapter are quite familiar with these areas of JDSF through various levels
of education, research, and collaborative botanical surveys under the direction of the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). From 2002 to 2006, board members of the DKY
Chapter submitted lengthy comments to the California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection on the proposed Draft EIRs for the Jackson Demonstration State Forest
Management Plan. Our comments on the EIR drafts focused on the need for comprehensive
survey and documentation on the flora of JDSF, and the need to adhere to CDFW (formerly
California Department of Fish and Game) protocols for conducting and reporting plant survey
information, especially for sensitive species and plant communities.
The proposed harvest area includes significant older second growth redwood stands. Much of
this forest type has been harvested on the north coast; third growth redwood and younger
second growth stands dominate timberlands. The remaining older second growth stands occur
mostly within northern California redwood parks. Section III of the THP states that the overstory
is between 100-120 years old and that the plan area has not been entered for over 90 years.
The plan area as it exists now is essentially “roadless”. The THP is proposing over three miles
(18,517') of new seasonal roads, as well as the reconstruction of another 7,810' feet of older
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road; 1,770' feet of road will be on slopes over 65%, and 2,284' more on slopes over 50% in
what is known to be a Coho salmon and steelhead bearing watershed. The JDSF Management
Plan for this area states:
Management Adjacent to Mendocino Woodlands
The Mendocino Woodlands camps are utilized by a large number of local and regional
residents. There has been long-standing concern that management of timber stands
within the legislatively established special treatment area (STA) would reduce the
recreational value of the park. Due partially to these concerns, only one timber harvest
has occurred within the STA during the past planning period. A large portion of the STA
has been designated as an area for demonstration of the development of late seral
habitat, where timber management will be tightly constrained to maintain pleasing forest
views. Recently, a memorandum of understanding between the Department of Forestry
and Fire Protection and the Department of Parks and Recreation was signed. Many of
the provisions of the memorandum are intended to protect the use and values
associated with the Mendocino Woodlands camp area. Two limited timber harvests are
planned to occur in the STA within the planning period. One is the continuation of a
selective harvest demonstration for non-industrial timberland owners, and the second is
s thinning demonstration in the upper area of Thomson Gulch designed to eventually
produce late seral habitat with a large average tree size. The majority of the Thomson
Gulch demonstration will be located outside of the STA. The Department will maintain
ongoing communication and cooperation with State Parks to ensure that management of
JDSF adjacent to Woodlands State Park and the recently established Big River Unit of
Mendocino Headlands State park retains a high level of compatibility with State Park
values.
The DKY Chapter of CNPS has the following specific comments regarding the proposed THP 120-00173-MEN:
1. Late Seral Forest Characteristic Development should be based on current
research that addresses both understory and tree canopy. The RESEARCH
element of JDSF forest management should be utilizing current science in late
seral forest development by setting aside no-harvest areas, which appropriately
fits the Woodlands STA. Section 3 of THP 1-20-00173-MEN states that “The THP
area is located within the Woodlands Special Treatment Area. The JDSF Forest
Management Plan designates this area for Late Seral Forest Characteristic
Development.” The tree height model submitted by CDFW as part of the First Review
PHI report (attached) shows that a substantial portion of the THP area is covered by
trees that are approximately 200 feet in height. The THP describes the harvest
parameters proposed under the JDSF option (a) document, however, nowhere does it
discuss current scientific research-based evidence that supports a no-harvest regime for
Late Seral Forest Characteristic Development. Current research (Hanover, A. and
Russell, W., 20182, Russell, W. and K. H. Michels, 20103. and Russell, W., 20094) has
shown that THP stand re-entry for thinning (or "restoration" to enhance and accelerate
mature redwood tree characteristics) can depress forb and fern diversity relative to self-
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restored (no harvest) redwood forest areas. The no-harvest Woodlands STA could
serve as an internal forest floor herb "refuge system" to conserve a selection of the most
diverse and abundant stands of ground layer herbs, for seed dispersal and colonization
of disturbed harvested areas. In other words, rare or not, we should be conserving
stands of maximum forest floor herb diversity to support recolonization. This is based on
Dr. Will Russell's research and our own observations showing that the slowest-growing
and episodically reproductive mycotrophic forbs (of the genera Allotropa, Cephalanthera,
Chimaphila, Corralorhiza, Goodyera, Piperia, Pyrola, Calypso, Pityopus,
Pleuricospora, Kopsiopsis, Listera, Corallorhiza, Platanthera, etc.) are most frequently
identified with older undisturbed forest stands. Mycotrophic forbs are herbaceous plants
that form mycorrhizae and obtain nutrient substances from the soil by means of the fungi
that inhabit their roots. The no-harvest STA would also serve to promote the
conservation of fungal diversity. Late seral forest habitat is comprised of an interacting
assemblage of all species in the forest, including understory and mycorrhizae, and not
simply defined by the size of individual overstory trees. Extensive ground and
understory disturbance, as is described in this THP, especially with over 4 miles of
proposed road development, is incompatible with Late Seral Forest Characteristic
Development.
2. The alternatives analysis should include a proposal for setting aside the
Woodlands STA as a no-harvest research and education area. Under the
alternatives analysis section of the THP, #3. Alternative Land Uses, we disagree with the
last statement “providing for research opportunities and education in forest management
would not be met”, which essentially claims that without harvest, research cannot be
conducted and there can be no education on forest management. Setting aside a noharvest “control” area to compare to other harvest operations that have been conducted
throughout JDSF is critical to the development of scientifically valid research that can
provide valuable education material for future forest management, particularly for Late
Seral Forest Characteristic Development.
3. Botanical and wetland surveys and reports must be completed prior to completion
of the THP and circulated as part of the THP public review process. The THP,
which is supposed to be functionally equivalent to a CEQA document, fails to
disclose and address pertinent environmental information regarding botanical and
wetland resources. The THP proposes botanical surveys only after approval, which
prevents the identification of potentially sensitive areas for alternative management
considerations, and the development of meaningful avoidance and mitigations measures
(e.g. no-harvest research areas) during the public and agency review process. For
surveys to be valid, they must follow the current Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating
Impacts to Special Status Native Plant Populations and Sensitive Natural Communities
(State of California Natural Resources Agency, March 20, 2018, and the CDFW-CNPS
Protocol for the Combined Vegetation Rapid Assessment and Relevé Field Form, June
5, 2019, with updated guidance available on-line). The current protocols also require
sensitive vegetation types, not just rare plants, to be surveyed and reported to the
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California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB). Areas proposed for harvest within the
THP are within or adjacent to vegetation types listed as sensitive natural communities by
CDFW (https://wildlife.ca.gov/Data/VegCAMP/NaturalCommunities/Background#sensitive%20natural%20communities), including Grand fir
forest association (G4 S2 and potentially rarer alliances with G2 S1 and G1 S1
rankings), Tan oak--madrone, Tan oak--chinquapin (G3 S3), and Redwood forest and
woodland (G3 S3). Within these and even the more common vegetation types,
numerous rare plant species also have the potential to occur, including, but not limited to
Campanula californica and Erythronium revolutum. Human disturbance regimes, e.g.,
timber harvest operations, do not have the same effect on rare plant species as does
naturally occurring disturbance. The botanical report for the THP should reference the
2007 published report by Teresa Sholars and Clare Golec which examined THP effects
on ten rare redwood forest understory species
(https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr194/psw_gtr194_26.pdf).
The THP does not disclose the distribution of wetlands (including seasonal wetlands
meeting federal Clean Water Act (EPA-USACE) wetland determination criteria, not
limited to "wet areas" defined by Forest Practice Rules) in the THP area. The THP does
not assess any potential impacts or mitigation measures to protect sensitive wetland
habitats or vegetation from timber harvest disturbances such as tractor operation, log
skidding, temporary skid road construction, obstruction of surface drainage patterns,
increased drainage of wetland depressions, soil compaction, soil and duff layer
disturbance, or filling of wetlands (regardless of whether fills are exempt from federal
wetland/Section 404 CWA regulation, they may still cause significant adverse impacts to
state wetlands). The THP should provide a field-based distribution map of potential
wetland areas (indicated by prevalence of OBL (obligate) or FACW (facultative wetland)
plants and wet-season hydrology indicators) and an account of potential impacts and
mitigation measures, including but not limited to wetland buffers. OBL or FACW species
that occur with high frequency as indicators of priority herb layer refugia include:
Adiantum aleuticum, Woodwardia fimbriata, Rhododendron (Ledum) glandulosum,
Hypericum anagalloides, Lathyrus palustris, and Lysichiton americanus.
4. The THP needs to include a discussion regarding consistency with the JDSF
Management Plan and approved EIR sections that pertain to sensitive plants and
vegetation types, and to the limited acreage of remaining old growth and second
growth forests. The proposed THP does not provide adequate information regarding
consistency with the approved EIR for the JDSF Management Plan. Section 3 of THP 120-00173-MEN describes the purpose of the proposed timber harvest plan and cites
several sections of the Public Resources Code that only discuss the management of
state forests in a general sense, however it does not mention the Management Plan. On
February 7, 2007, the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection submitted a
summary report to the Board of Forestry entitled: “Potential Harvest Limitations to be
Applied during Initial Implementation of the Proposed Jackson Demonstration
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State Forest Management Plan.” This report, which is part of the public record and is
attached, was in response to the BOF’s direction to CDF (now CalFire) staff to develop
harvest limitation overlays based on the results of input from the Mendocino citizen’s
advisory group for JDSF. Section 3 of THP 1-20-0173-MEN also does not discuss
potential harvest limitations based on these BOF directions.
Please do not hesitate to contact us (conservation@dkycnps.org) if you have questions
regarding our comments.
Respectfully,

Renée Pasquinelli

Renée Pasquinelli, Conservation Co-Chair (North)

Dr. Peter Baye, Conservation Co-chair (South)

Teresa Sholars

Teresa Sholars, Rare Plant Coordinator and Vegetation Chair
Dorothy King Young Chapter, California Native Plant Society1

1The

mission of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) is to protect California’s native plant heritage
and preserve it for future generations through application of science, research, education, and
conservation. CNPS works closely with decision-makers, scientists, and local planners to advocate for
well-informed policies, regulations, and land management practices. A formal cooperative agreement
between CNPS and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) is the backbone of California’s
rare plant and vegetation status review programs. The data compiled and shared by both organizations
are used throughout the environmental review process. The Dorothy King Young (DKY) Chapter of CNPS
focuses on protecting and providing education about the native plants and natural communities within
coastal Mendocino County and we often work directly with local and Sacramento-based CDFW science
staff.

Hanover, A. and Russell, W., 2018. Understory Recovery in Coast Redwood Communities: A Case Study
Comparing a Naturally Recovering and an Actively Managed Forest. Open Journal of Forestry, 8(04),
p.489. https://www.scirp.org/html/4-1620526_87535.htm

2

3Russell,

W. and K. H. Michels. 2010. Stand development on a 127-year chronosequence of naturally
regenerating Sequoia sempervirens (Taxodiaceae) forests. Madroño 57:229-241.
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4Russell,

W., 2009. The influence of timber harvest on the structure and composition of riparian forests in
the Coastal Redwood region. Forest Ecology and Management, 257(5), pp.1427-1433.

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Will_Russell2/publication/223424288_The_influence_of_timber_
harvest_on_the_structure_and_composition_of_riparian_forests_in_the_Coastal_Redwood_region/link
s/5ab477f7a6fdcc1bc0c40275/The-influence-of-timber-harvest-on-the-structure-and-composition-ofriparian-forests-in-the-Coastal-Redwood-region.pdf

cc:

Jon Hendrix, Sr. Environmental Scientist, CDFW (Jon.Hendrix@wildlife.ca.gov)
Adam Hutchins, Environmental Scientist, CDFW (Adam.Hutchins@wildlife.ca.gov)
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Potential Harvest Limitations to be Applied during Initial
Implementation of the Proposed Jackson Demonstration State Forest
Management Plan
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
February 7, 2007
Introduction
In late 2006 and early 2007, a group of six Mendocino County-based members of the
public provided the Board of Forestry and Fire Protection and the Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection new input on the revised Draft Management Plan for
Jackson Demonstration State Forest (JDSF). As part of this input, the group requested
that further limitations be placed on the types of harvesting activities that may be
conducted during the initial implementation of timber harvesting plans (THPs) in order to
not foreclose certain future management opportunities (e.g., development of older forest
characteristics, provision of certain recreation qualities). Some members of the group
also suggested that a set of cautionary overlays be prepared to guide harvesting during
this period. The Mendocino group additionally suggested that, during this initial plan
implementation period, advisory entities should further review (and as they deem
appropriate, recommend further changes to) the specific spatial and nonspatial forest
structure goals, conservation biology approaches, silvicultural systems, and other
elements of the Forest Management Plan.
As a result of the input from the Mendocino group, the Board’s JDSF Subcommittee
asked Department staff to develop a set of overlays and harvesting restrictions,
potentially to be applied during initial Plan implementation. This document and its
attachments represent the staff response to the Subcommittee’s request.

Overlays
The overlays were not a part of the Mendocino group’s initial written comments to the
Board and the Department (three documents plus a group cover letter dated November
30, 2006, attached). Two members of the group provided specific input on the overlays.
Group member Vince Taylor (Campaign to Restore Jackson State Redwood Forest)
provided oral, map-based, and written descriptions (see attached letter of January 11,
2007 and overlay maps) of overlays covering five areas of concern:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High Value Older Forest
High Value for Fish and Wildlife
High Value Recreation Areas
High Value for Restoration R&D
High Value for Botanicals.
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Group member Kathy Bailey (Sierra Club) pointed toward the spatial representation of
Alternative F included in the Draft Environmental Impact Report as providing a potential
overlay that would address multiple areas of concern, including older forest, recreation,
watercourse protection, fish and wildlife habitat (see attached January 12, 2007 memo
from Kathy Bailey and Map Figure AA from the December 2005 Draft Environmental
Impact Report, attached).
There is substantial overlap among the overlay values of concern identified by the
Mendocino group members (e.g., older forest and wildlife habitat or older forest and
recreation). Some of the identified overlay concerns have been addressed by existing
mapped areas in the Draft Forest Management Plan (DFMP) or December 2005 Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) (e.g., pygmy forest). The older forest seemed to
be the most fundamental potential overlay.
Older Forest
The older forest concern is related to areas that are already in older forest or that have
a strong potential, due to harvesting history and current stand structure, to be “recruited”
into older forest structure through passive growth or though management actions
designed to hasten development of older forest structure (e.g., selection harvesting to
increase the rate of growth on the remaining trees).
Existing old growth stands are already well mapped. To identify areas with high
potential for recruitment to older forest condition, we used the Forest’s geographic
information system, spatial information about harvesting history, and forest inventory
plot data. Based on general knowledge of forest condition at JDSF and approaches
taken by others regarding standards for older forest conditions, we focused on the
number of trees per acre greater than 30 inches in diameter as a metric for older forest
recruitment potential. See the attached map figure. We also looked at trees per acre
greater than 40 inches as a potential metric. However, given the larger size threshold
and lower numbers of trees in this size category, this appeared to be a less promising
metric. 1
This table summarizes the acreage by TPA class:
Trees/Acre >30”
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-6
6-8

Acres
2,240
8,827
5,133
2,537
468

Trees/Acre >30”
8-10
10-12
12-15
15-20
20+

Acres
1,150
2,647
20,221
3,388
1,833

1

It should be noted that “older forest condition” is not just a matter of the number of larger trees. Other
important factors are presence of large, decadent standing trees, snags, down woody debris, trees with
large “platform” limbs; presence of mosses, lichens, and other lower plant forms on tree limbs and in the
forest canopy; multiple forest canopy layers; species composition; and other factors.
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Examining the map of trees per acre (TPA) greater than 30 inches, it became clear that
there was a break point in the data distribution at 10 TPA and above (the purple color
shades). A total of 28,089 acres have more than 10 TPA. Of this area, 10,535 acres
(or 39 percent) are included within Older Forest Structure Zone, Late Seral
Development Areas (including Class I and Class II Watercourse and Lake Protection
Zones, marbled murrelet habitat recruitment areas, old growth augmentation areas) or
old growth groves.
Other approaches in the Pacific Northwest have used 8 TPA greater than 30 inches as
a metric for older forest structure. Thus, we believe that in the context of JDSF, a metric
of more than 10 TPA greater than 30 inches in diameter provides a useful basis for
identifying areas with a high recruitment potential to older forest conditions. A
significant portion of area with a substantial number of large trees has been partially
harvested within the past 30 years. While the number of large trees in these areas may
be somewhat less than in even-aged stands, the larger trees tend to grow faster due to
an increase in light and space. These partially harvested stands also exhibit an
increase in structural diversity, often having a significant understory component that is
missing in even-aged closed canopy stands.
The area thus identified as having a high recruitment potential for older forest condition
recruitment has a high correlation to the “high value older forest” overlay area
designated by Mr. Taylor on a map. The area identified by staff additionally includes a
substantial area in the northwestern portion of JDSF.
The area identified by staff as having a high recruitment potential for older forest
condition recruitment has less correlation with the Recovery Research and Recreation
(RRR) area designated by the Sierra Club in Alternative F. The RR&R area has a
somewhat higher correlation with the Older Forest Structure Zone Corridor proposed in
the revised DFMP. The Sierra Club indicates that the RR&R area has a similar purpose
to the DFMP’s Older Forest Structure Zone:
The concept behind this R&R Area is to attempt to rebuild some
contiguous older forest habitat, linking the existing old growth groves,
some of the old second-growth, and including the Camp One area that
is already a high recreation use area.
Staff believes that the areas designated on the map as having 10 or more TPA greater
than 30 inches in diameter, in conjunction with features of the DFMP such as the older
Forest Structure Zone, provides an appropriate basis for an overlay to avoid potential
foreclosure of older forest recruitment potentials during the initial plan implementation
period. Within these areas, the existing and potential older forest values can be
protected, where harvesting is conducted, through the use of commercial thinning or
uneven-aged prescriptions such as selection and cluster selection.
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Recreation
Expressed concerns about recreation and timber harvesting are related to harvesting
potentially altering an area’s direct value for recreation (e.g., placing a large clearcut in
an area that might make an excellent campground) or changing an area’s effect on a
recreation experience (e.g., a harvest in an area that a hiking trail goes through).
The availability of older forest for recreation facilities and activities has been identified
as an area of concern. The older forest overlay, described above, will address this
concern, at least in part. Other DFMP measures addressing this concern are the Older
Forest Structure Zone, the Woodlands Special Treatment Area, Late Seral
Development Areas, the Campground Buffers, and the Road and Trail Corridors. The
DFMP also incorporates mitigations from the DEIR to address potential visual impacts
to recreation from timber harvesting.
Concerns also were expressed about protecting the quality of the recreational
experiences of people who live immediately adjacent to the Forest and often take walks
and engage in other recreation activities in the Forest. In addition to the above
described measures, it should be noted that these areas along the west side of the
Forest are designated for unevenaged management. Further, there is a Neighbor
Buffer that is applied to areas of the Forest adjacent to nonindustrial forest landowners.
While this buffer is meant more to avoid impacts to their homesites, it also provides
some recreational value.
The Sierra Club has expressed concerns about harvesting in the vicinity of Roads 100
and 200. The area near Road 200 includes the old growth Waterfall Grove. The
general area through which these roads pass was first logged between 1940 and 1970.
Subsequent partial cutting removed most of the larger residual old growth trees. These
stands are now primarily young, having two or more distinct age classes and a fair
amount of tanoak. Very little harvesting is proposed adjacent to these two roads in the
short-term. The only harvest currently proposed within the Roads 100 and 200 areas is
the West Chamberlin harvest, which lies to the west of Road 200. This proposed
harvest is a commercial thin/old forest structure development harvest, so it should
enhance, rather than impair, the older forest characteristics that the Sierra Club is
interested in protecting in this area. Additionally, these roads are located within the
WLPZ (which is to be managed for development of late seral forest) for most of their
lengths, and portions of them are also protected by Road and Trail Corridors. In
addition, portions of Roads 100 and 200 areas are already afforded some protection by
the Older Forest Structure Zone, as is the Waterfall Grove and the area around it. The
vast majority of the residual old growth trees in the areas of Roads 100 and 200 will be
protected by the residual old growth tree protection measures of the DFMP.
Based on the above considerations, staff does not believe that an additional map
overlay is needed to protect current and potential future recreation values during the
initial plan implementation period.
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Fish and Wildlife
There are a wide range of potential fish and wildlife habitat concerns for JDSF. Key
issues are provision of habitat for Threatened and Endangered species (protecting
existing habitat and recruiting additional habitat to support recovery) and, in general,
increasing the amount of older forest habitat.
The proposed older forest overlay, in conjunction with the Older Forest Structure Zone,
Late Seral Development Areas (including Class I and Class II Watercourse and Lake
Protection Zones, marbled murrelet habitat recruitment areas, old growth augmentation
areas), and existing old growth groves provides protections for existing older forest and
areas with high older forest recruitment potential. These areas will provide adequate
protection to older forest habitat during the initial Plan implementation period without the
need for further overlay development.
The protection and recruitment of the specific habitat needs of key species is already
addressed by the DFMP. Marbled murrelet habitat is addressed via the proposed
murrelet habitat development area in the southwest corner of the Forest, in part by the
late seral forest development goals of Class I and Class II WLPZs, and by the DEIR’s
Additional Management Measure for Contribution to Recovery of Marbled Murrelet
Habitat (see DEIR p. VII.6.6-118 to 119). Further, site-specific evaluations for the
presence of murrelets and the consideration of potential murrelet habitat protection will
be a part of each THP or other significant management activity.
The DFMP does not specifically propose murrelet habitat development in the area of
Jughandle Creek, as proposed by the Sierra Club. Part of this area is pygmy forest,
which does not provide murrelet habitat, but will be protected under the DFMP. Also,
the DFMP will protect and recruit potential murrelet habitat in the Class I and Class II
WLPZs in this drainage. The proposed Mitchell Creek harvest lies within the upper
reaches of these watersheds, and most of the area proposed for harvest has been
selectively harvested in the past. As proposed below for harvest during the initial plan
implementation period, this harvest will utilize selection and cluster selection.
Application of the DEIR’s Additional Management Measure for Contribution to Recovery
of Marbled Murrelet Habitat could potentially result in a decision to provide additional
murrelet habitat protection to this area.
The Sierra Club also suggests that the Thompson Gulch area north of the Woodlands
special treatment area be considered for possible management for murrelet habitat.
The DFMP includes proposed late seral development management for this area as part
of it short-term harvest listing. This harvest will be the initial demonstration of this
management method within JDSF, and will only occur following consultation with other
fish and wildlife management agencies and the Department of Parks and Recreation.
This area also would be under consideration as a part of the Additional Management
Measure for Contribution to Recovery of Marbled Murrelet Habitat
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Given the extensive protections for the murrelet and murrelet habitat described above,
no additional protective overlays are needed during the initial Plan implementation
period.
Aquatic habitat for listed salmonid species is addressed via the DFMP’s WLPZ
protections, Road Management Plan, Hillslope Management approach, and various
additional management measures and mitigations developed in the DEIR (e.g., the
Additional Management Measure for Large Woody Debris Survey, Recruitment, and
Placement). Further, site-specific evaluations for the presence of salmonids and the
consideration of potential salmonid habitat protection will be a part of each THP or other
significant management activity. Given these extensive protections for salmonids, no
additional protective overlays are needed during the initial Plan implementation period.
An additional listed species of concern for JDSF is the Northern spotted owl. It should
be noted that this species is currently wide-spread within the redwood region. Also, it is
important to note that the owl uses a range of habitat types to meet is nesting, roosting,
and foraging needs. These habitat types include recent even-aged management units,
which provide additional prey base, and other stages of forest development utilized for
breeding and cover requirements. Site-specific evaluations for the presence of
Northern spotted owl, and protection of owl habitat at activity sites, will be a part of each
THP or other significant vegetation disturbing management activity. Given current and
projected owl habitat conditions on the Forest, current distribution and utilization of the
Forest by this species and need for a range of habitat types, as well as protection
procedures followed at the project level, no additional protective overlays are needed
during the initial Plan implementation period.
The above addresses the key listed species of concern for JDSF. Considerations for
various other listed species are thoroughly discussed in the DEIR. For other Threatened
and Endangered species that may be present on JDSF, at a minimum, site specific
evaluations for species presence and provision of needed protections will be provided.
Further, there is no current spatial information on these species that could be used to
develop a precautionary overlay. Thus, there is no realistic potential for the
development of overlays for these additional species for application during the initial
plan implementation period.
Botanical Resources
Key known botanical resources, such as pygmy forest, cypress groves, and Mushroom
Corners are already spatially designated and protected in the DFMP and through
additional measures provided in the DEIR. Thus, there is no need to develop and apply
overlays for these important resources for application during the initial plan
implementation period.
Spatial information on the presence of other botanical resources is either very limited or
nonexistent. Further, these resources are protected by the DFMP’s requirement for the
application of the Department of Fish and Game’s botanical survey protocols for THPs.
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The primary objective of management will be to identify both species presence and
habitat, and to protect the species and the integrity of the habitat. Thus, development
of overlays for these botanical resources is neither feasible nor necessary for
application during the initial plan implementation period. Note also that the department
also has committed to the development of Forest-wide monitoring protocols for
botanical resources during the early period of Plan Implementation.
High Value for Restoration R&D
Vince Taylor has roughly identified two areas of JDSF as having a high potential for
demonstration of forest restoration. While the intended form of this restoration is not
entirely clear, these are generally areas of the Forest that have been harvested in the
past, including areas with steep slopes that were logged decades ago with groundbased yarding equipment that produced a high level of soil disturbance, excavation, and
erosion. It is the intent of the DFMP to reduce erosion and promote stand productivity
by managing the roads and slopes to mitigate past damages and restore both growth
potential and natural ecological process. A substantial area of the Forest, as explained
earlier, will be managed to restore and develop late seral forest conditions. Given these
elements of the DFMP, staff does not believe that an overlay for this area of concern is
needed during the initial Plan implementation period,

Harvesting Restrictions to be Applied during Initial Plan Implementation
These restrictions, to be applied to harvesting activity during the initial plan
implementation period, are designed, in part, to complement the older forest overlay in
particular. By restricting the intensity of timber management during the initial
implementation period, and by including checks such as requiring approval of the
Demonstration State Forest Advisory Group for evenaged management during this
period, these harvest restrictions will help to protect or enhance the older forest, wildlife
habitat, recreation, and other values of concern.
1. Utilize selection, group selection, or commercial thinning, except in Tunnel and
Upper Parlin THPs (see below). Both of these harvests lie outside of the Sierra
Club’s RR&R Area. Tunnel lies outside of the high value older forest area mapped
by Vince Taylor. They both fall within the older forest potential layer developed by
staff. However, these two harvests represent only 1.1 percent of the staff’s older
forest potential overlay.
2. BOF to approve of general harvest location and Rx to be used in short-term as a
part of DFMP approval (see revised DFMP Table 3.4). This table, with some
reorganization, also is presented below. It should be noted that none of these
identified short-term harvests is hard-wired to occur. Harvests in the list may be
modified or dropped; other harvest may be added. These changes are a normal part
of the adaptive management approach utilized in the DFMP.
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3. Harvest the following proposed THPs as indicated below (for which a substantial
amount of preparatory work has been completed) and as marked in the field, in
consideration of normal operating necessity (e.g., cable corridors, new road right-ofway, landing safety):
• North Fork Spur: selection or as marked
• West Fork Chamberlain: commercial thinning or as marked
• Upper Parlin: Alternative prescription similar to variable retention or clearcut, or
as marked (subject to review and approval of the Demonstration State Forest
Advisory Group)
• Tunnel: Alternative prescription similar to variable retention or clearcut and
selection, or as marked (subject to review and approval of the Demonstration
State Forest Advisory Group)
• Mitchell Creek: selection and cluster selection
4. For uneven-aged harvesting during the initial implementation period:
selection
• retain minimum of 150 square feet of conifer basal area
• comply with other provisions of the Forest Practice Rules for selection
harvesting
group selection:
• limit group opening size to 1.5 acres or less
• retain minimum of 150 square feet of conifer basal area within the matrix
• retain at least 5 trees per acre >24 inches DBH in group openings
commercial thinning:
• comply with provisions of Forest Practice Rules
5. For Camp 3 and Brandon Gulch, the two enjoined timber sales subject to a
settlement agreement and contracts with timber buyers, restarted operations must
be consistent with silvicultural designations per DFMP Figure 6.
6. Initial implementation period harvest limitations will sunset no more than 36 months
after approval of the Forest Management Plan by the Board. During this period, the
spatial and nonspatial forest structure goals, conservation biology approaches,
silvicultural systems, and other elements of the Forest Management Plan will be
subject to review via advisory committee processes. This review may lead to the
department making changes in these Plan elements. Depending upon the degree of
the changes made, approval of the Board may be required. The intent of this
process is that any changes made will be within the scope of potential management
activities and potential environmental impacts already considered in the CEQA
processes for the Forest Management Plan, such that further substantial CEQA
analysis will not be required.
A table presenting the list of potential short-term harvests to be conducted during the
first five to ten years of Plan implementation is provided below.
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Sale Area Name
Planned Silviculture
Planned Harvests with Substantial Preparation Work Completed, Expected Action for Year 1 to 2
Mitchell
selection/cluster selection
Northfork Spur
selection/cluster selection
Parlin
commercial thin / alternative prescription with scattered, grouped, and combination scattered and
grouped structure retention (during initial implementation period, subject to review and approval of
the Demonstration State Forest Advisory Group)
Tunnel
alternative prescription similar to seed tree, with structure retention /selection (during initial
implementation period, subject to review and approval of the Demonstration State Forest Advisory
Group)
West
commercial thin/old forest structure development
Chamberlain

Harvest
Acres*
(approx.)

Planning Watershed

635
600
251

Mitchell Creek
Brandon Gulch
Parlin Creek

54

Hare Creek

650

Chamberlain Creek

Potential Future Harvests Next 1 to 2 Years
14 Gulch North
group selection with small, medium, and large groups

400

Berry Gulch

Berry Flat

commercial thinning/selection/cluster selection/with road and trail buffer

50

Berry Gulch

Dunlap North

light and moderate commercial thin/selection with road and trail corridor/cluster selection

300

Chamberlain Creek

Dunlap South

group selection with small, medium, and large groups with and without matrix thinning

350

Hare Creek
GHIJK

selection/cluster selection, clusters with matrix thinning, clusters with no matrix thinning/variable
WLPZ demonstration

250

Chamberlain Creek/
Lower North Fork Big
River/Two Log Creek
Hare Creek

500
300

Caspar Creek
Chamberlain Creek

Potential Future Harvests Years 2 to 3
Orchard
selection /cluster selection/group selection with small groups, with and without matrix thinning
Park Gulch
group selection/silvicultural demonstration area with selection; cluster selection; group selection
with small, medium, and large groups, with and without matrix thinning
Pleiades #4
S Whiskey
Springs

selection/cluster selection (4th selective cut)
light and moderate commercial thin/selection/cluster selection/selection with road and trail corridor

50
300

Kass Creek
Berry Gulch

Upper Hare Creek

selection/cluster selection/variable WLPZ treatment demonstration

100

Hare Creek

Volcano #2

group selection with small, medium, and large groups; with and without matrix thinning/selection
with road and trail corridor
commercial thinning with light and moderate thinning

500

Brandon Gulch

300

Chamberlain Creek

Water Gulch #1
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Potential Future Harvests with High Research or Demonstration Potential (subject to review by advisory entities)
Helms
selection/group selection/combined selection and group selection/with control stands

250

Riley Ridge

old forest structure development using light and moderate thinning with variable density hardwood
retention

600

Mouth of Big
River/Berry Gulch
Brandon Gulch

Thompson Gulch
Water Gulch #2

late seral development using light and moderate variable density thinning and selection
light and moderate commercial thin/silvicultural demonstration area with selection; cluster
selection; group selection with small, medium, and large groups, with and without matrix
thinning/two-aged stand
light and moderate commercial thin/silvicultural demonstration area with selection; cluster
selection; group selection with small, medium, and large groups, with and without matrix
thinning/two-aged stand

250
450

Berry Gulch
Chamberlain Creek

400

Berry Gulch

Potential Even-aged Management in Years 3 to 7 (subject to review by advisory entities)
Frolic #2
two-aged stand/variable retention/alternative prescription using combination of scattered and
clumped retention/with control stands/variable WLPZ treatment demonstration

200

Parlin Creek

Road 80

two-aged stand/alternative prescription similar to seed tree, with clustered structure
retention/clearcut(max. 20 acres total clearcut area)

200

Parlin Creek

Scissors #2

selection with road and trail corridor/cluster selection/variable retention/alternative prescription
similar to seed tree with clumped structure retention

100

Parlin Creek

Waldo

two-aged stand/variable retention/ alternative prescription similar to seed tree with clustered
structure retention/clearcut (max. 20 acres total clearcut area)/variable WLPZ treatment
demonstration
two-aged stand/variable retention/alternative prescription similar to seed tree with scattered and
clumped structure retention/variable WLPZ treatment demonstration

150

Parlin Creek

100

Hare Creek

540
366

Brandon Gulch
Brandon Gulch

West Berry Gulch

Walton Gulch #2

Enjoined Harvests Subject to Legal and Contract Resolution
Brandon**
selection, cluster selection
Camp 3**
selection, cluster selection

*For group selection units, the number in this column represents the total area of the unit. Typically, about 20 percent of the area is in group openings; the
remaining area is sometimes thinned during the group selection harvest entry.
**The Camp 3 and Brandon THPs are currently enjoined from operation and subject to a stipulated agreement under First District Court of Appeal Case No.
102911 and Mendocino County Superior Court Action No. SCUK CVPT 0289022.
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Consistency with Scope of DEIR
Staff believes that the management activity and approach described here are within the
range of the alternatives and environmental assessment contained in the December
2005 Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Draft Jackson Demonstration State
Forest Management Plan.
Attachments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

November 30, 2006, Materials from Mendocino group (four items)
January 11, 2007, Letter from Vince Taylor, Campaign to Restore Jackson State
Redwood Forest, to Russ Henly, California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection
January 4, 2007 maps provide by Vince Taylor
January 12, 2007, Memo from Kathy Bailey, Sierra Club, to Russ Henly, California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
Map Representation of Alternative F from December 2005 Draft Environmental
Impact Report
Map of Trees per Acre over 30” in Diameter with Short-Term Harvest Polygons
Methods used to Create Map of Trees per Acre over 30” in Diameter
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